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Background

▪ Last-mile delivery is a problem in cities all over the world due to the following general 
developments and challenges (Boysen, Fedtke, & Schwerdfeger, 2021):

▪ Increasing demand due to urbanization and e-commerce.

▪ Increasing congestion, and pollution resulting in negative impacts on health and 
environment.

▪ Van delivery is costly due to traffic jams, missing parking spaces and missing delivery. 

▪ Increasing parcel volumes is coupled with increasing service expectations (Yaman, 
Karasan, & Kara, 2012).

▪ The aging workforce in many industrialized countries (Otto, Boysen, Scholl, & Walter, 
2017), especially in a physically demanding environment such as parcel delivery has 
resulted in labour shortages (Peterson, 2018). 

▪ The use of autonomous vehicles (AV) is one way to overcome these challenges. AV’s directly 
address the driver shortages and can be combined with parcel lockers to enable unattended 
delivery, thereby lowering overall delivery costs.



Objectives

▪ The objectives of this study are:

▪ To propose an agent-based model (ABM) of home grocery delivery that incorporate AVs.

▪ To evaluate the benefits of using AVs for a grocery home delivery operation of a 

supermarket in Edinburgh. 

▪ To propose the best possible option to integrate AVs in the supermarket’s operation. This 

includes the operational decisions and the technological specifications.



Agent-Based Modelling (ABM)

▪ We have developed an ABM 
representing the operations of “city 
of Edinburgh Council” (CEC) and a 
major home grocery delivery in 
Edinburgh (supermarket).

▪ The modelling platform used in this 
study is Anylogic®.

▪ The agents are located on a GIS 
layer obtained from OpenStreetMap 
(OpenStreetMap 2019)

▪ The road network data providing 
inter-point distances and topology is 
obtained from the open data set 
provided online by Geofabrik GmbH 
(Geofabrik 2019).



Agent-Based Modelling (ABM)

Operator agents: Organisations that carry out 
logistical operations
• Supermarket
• CEC

CEC
Supermarket

Operates 14 Fleet Agents
Operates 2 store Agents:
• Morningside 
• Comely Bank 

Each fleet operates a 
certain number of vehicle
e.g., Bankhead Workshop 
owns 3 vehicles

CEC data 2020 ortec data 2020

Each store operates a 
certain number of vehicle
i.e., Comely Bank ~ 4 & 
Morningside ~ 4

We assume that all vehicles always start and end their 
journey from a depot



ABM: Processes Carried Out by Supermarket Agent

On each day: 
Generate number 

of order 

For each order: 
Select customer 
who make order 

from the historical 
customer data

For each order: 
Decide the number 
of crates, types of 

product in the order 
& delivery time 

window

For each order: 
Decide which store 
that should serve 

the order

The store allocate 
the payload and 

route to its vehicles

Start
End: when the desired 
number of simulation 

days is reached

The likelihood of a customer 
to place an order is 
determine based on the 
historical data e.g., “A” has 
placed 2 orders in a year & 
“B” has placed 3 orders, 
hence the chance of “A” to 
be selected is 40% 

Assumed as Poisson process 
with average of 179.34 
orders/day

#crates / customer ~ tri(1,4,22), 
Ambient (62%), chilled & frozen 
(38%)

The order is assigned to the closest 
store

The orders and routes are 
allocated using heuristics:
The heuristics aims to 
minimise cost (distance), 
comply with delivery time 
window, vehicle capacity 
and driver shift constraint by 
assuming a fixed fleet.



ABM: Processes Carried Out by CEC Agent

On each day: 
Generate 

number of jobs 
for each fleet 

For each job: 
select the 

location where 
the job should 

be done

For each job: 
Decide the 

time required 
to finish the 

job

The fleet 
allocate the 

jobs and route 
to its vehicles

Start
End: when the desired 
number of simulation 

days is reached

Assumed as Poisson process, 
with different parameter 
value for each fleet 
(heterogenous). E.g., for 
Bankhead Workshop the 
average is 3.9 jobs per day

Similar process to what it is done 
by Supermarket agent, but each 
fleet serves different set of 
locations (heterogenous).

The on-site time is determined randomly 
using triangular distribution with different 
parameter value for each fleet

The orders and routes are 
allocated using heuristics:
The heuristics aims to minimise 
cost (distance), comply with the 
on-site time and driver shift 
constraint by assuming a fixed 
fleet



Experimentation

▪ We have explored 4 scenarios:

▪ Scenario 1 (Baseline) this scenario aims to validate the virtual environment. 

▪ Scenario 2 (All-EV): This scenario aims to analyse the impact of using electric vehicles. 

▪ Scenario 3 (AV for Supermarket): This scenario aims to analyse the impact of autonomous vehicles. This 
scenario assumes that the supermarket agent fully use autonomous vehicles. We assume that the AVs are 
operated like diesel and EVs. Therefore, the customer must collect the groceries themselves from the vehicle 
when it arrives at the customer's address. 

▪ Scenario 4 (Shared Charging Facility): In this scenario the number of chargers own by depot & stores are 
constrained (e.g., the Supermarket store own 4 vans hence it owns 4 chargers). In the evening the chargers 
can only be used to charge the facility owned vehicle. During the day, the charger can be used to charge 
vehicles from other facilities as long as it is not being used (First In First Out Rule). 

Vehicles’ speed : 22.29 mph Break interval : 2 hours

Ambient Capacity : 72 crates Break duration : 15 minutes

Refrigerated Capacity : 36 crates Battery Pack (if using EV or AV) : 56 kWh

Driver shift : 8 hours Motive power consumption (if using EV or AV) : 0.48 kWh/mile

Other assumptions used in these experiments are:



Scenario 1 Validation

Supermarket Agent Parameters Real Data Simulation (36 days)

Number of days 264 36

Average route per day (routes/day) 15.77 10.5

Average customers per route (average drop density) (Customers/route) 11.28 15

Average miles travelled per route (miles/route) 32.98 50.55

Average time travelled per route (Assumption the average speed 22.29 mph) 
(hours / route)

3.08 7.28

Average Ambient Crates  per route (crates / route) 35.48 43.75

Average Chilled Crates  per route  (crates / route) 13.49 17.00

Average Frozen Crates  per route (crates / route) 7.40 9.22

Average Total Weight per route (kg / route) 475.65 569.95

These initial results indicate that the Supermarket agent is slightly more efficient than real operators,  as indicated by higher 
drop density and higher fill rate (weight). However, this result must be confirmed through statistical analysis using the output
from multiple simulation runs and with longer time intervals.  



Scenario 1 Validation

CEC Agent Parameters Real Data Simulation (36 days)

Number of days 366 36

Average route per day (routes/day) 61.24 50.77

Average stop per route (average drop density) (Stop/route) 7.85 10.43

Average miles travelled per route (miles/route) 20.23 31

Average time travelled per route (Assumption the average speed 22.29 mph) 
(hours / route)

5.78 7.84

Similar to the Supermarket agent, the CEC agent operates with slightly higher efficiency than the real operator.  But again, 
this result must be confirmed through statistical analysis using the output from multiple simulation runs and with longer time 
intervals.  



Scenario 2 All-EV

In this scenario we assume that each depot uses a 50 kW charger. If a vehicle runs out of battery (SoC <= 20%) during the day, the 
vehicle will return to its depot to be charged. The opportunistic charging is carried out until the vehicle's SoC reaches 80%. After 
the vehicles finish their operations, they are charged overnight until the SoC reaches 100%.

Supermarket Agent Parameters Diesel EV

Average route per day (routes/day) 10.5 11.55

Average customers per route (average drop density) (Customers/route) 15 13

Average miles travelled per route (miles/route) 50.55 50.84

Average time travelled per route (Assumption the average speed 22.29 mph) (hours) 7.28 7.3

CEC Agent Parameters Diesel EV

Average route per day (routes/day) 61.24 62

Average stops per route (average drop density) (stop/route) 7.85 6.83

Average miles travelled per route (miles/route) 20.23 20.35

Average time travelled per route (Assumption the average speed 22.29 mph) (hours) 5.78 6.2

Using EV slightly increase the number of routes, miles travelled and time travelled; and conversely slightly reduce the drop density. 
This is because sometimes the vehicles need to return to the depot / store  before serving the next customer or stop.



Scenario 3 Supermarket Use Autonomous Vehicle

In this scenario we assume that the Supermarket agent replace all of their fleet with Autonomous Vehicles (AV). 
The AV characteristics are exactly the same with EV. The AVs operate in the same way with Diesel and EV, hence 
the customers must collect their groceries from the vehicle once it arrives at the customers’ address. 

Supermarket Agent Parameters Diesel EV AV

Average route per day (routes/day) 10.5 11.55 10.75

Average customers per route (average drop density) (Customers/route) 15 13 12.75

Average miles travelled per route (miles/route) 50.55 50.84 50.7

Average time travelled per route (Assumption the average speed 22.29 mph) (hours) 7.28 7.3 6.51

Using AV we can eliminate the time required for the driver to rest (15 minutes every 2 hours). Therefore AV is slightly more 
efficient than EV (e.g., lower route per day, miles travelled and time travelled, and conversely higher drop density).



Scenario 4 Shared Charging Facility

Supermarket Agent Parameters Diesel EV (no Shared 
Facility)

EV (with Shared 
Facility)

Average route per day (routes/day) 10.5 11.55 11.23

Average customers per route (average drop density) (Customers/route) 15 13 14

Average miles travelled per route (miles/route) 50.55 50.84 50.67

Average time travelled per route (Assumption the average speed 22.29 mph) (hours) 7.28 7.3 7.37

CEC Agent Parameters Diesel EV (no Shared 
Facility)

EV (with 
Shared Facility)

Average route per day (routes/day) 61.24 62 61.77

Average stops per route (average drop density) (stop/route) 7.85 6.83 7.78

Average miles travelled per route (miles/route) 20.23 20.35 20.27

Average time travelled per route (Assumption the average speed 22.29 mph) (hours) 5.78 6.2 6.2

Compared to EV scenario without shared charging facility, the use of shared facility slightly reduce the number of route. It increases the 
drop density, reduces the average distance travelled per route but increases the travel time (because the time required for opportunistic 
charging is taken into account) 



Conclusions

▪ We have developed an ABM capable of :

▪ Representing the operations of CEC and a supermarket in Edinburgh

▪ Using the model we have evaluated the benefits of AV namely:

• Eliminating the driver shift constraint and the time required for the driver to rest. 

• Hence, lowering the number route per day, miles travelled and time travelled, and 
achieving higher drop density.  

▪ Using the model we have also evaluated the benefits of shared charging facilities, namely:

• Reducing the number of route, increasing the drop density, reducing the average distance 
travelled per route

▪ In the future will run more experiments to obtain robust conclusion and use the ABM to explore 
more scenarios, such as:

▪ Combining AV and shared charging facility scenario

▪ off-our delivery and;

▪ combining AV with delivery locker. 
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